Introduction.
In procariotic cells and eucariotic organelles the double helix forms a circular structure in such way, that two ends of the molecule are bound by covalent bindings. For this state of the molecular chain, the parameters characterizing DNA topology are fixed and can be only changed under influence of topoisomerases. Topological characteristics of the molecule can be experimentally changed by the inclusion in it the torsion or longitudinal stress. The torsion stress, for example, can be included by the following way: the ring DNA is split, then one end of the DNA is turned for some angle by outer twisting moment and the molecule is linked again. It is noticed, that by the achievement of some critical value of the twisting angle (see [1] ) the supercoiled structure, which looks as a strand with the first supercoiling, is formed. We can also obtain the strand if one end of the linear DNA is fixed by the clamp and the other (free) end is turned for some angle. In this case the linear form of DNA loses its stability and the molecule comes into supercoiled state. The values of critical torsional moment and, therefore, torsional stress, which provide the instability of the linear form of DNA, depend on longitudinal stress induced by outer tensile force at the ends of the molecule [2] .
As a result of theoretical investigation of the twisted molecules [3] it was established, that all equilibrium DNA configurations are represented as torus. However, when supercoiled ring DNA was studied under a microscope, it was found, that DNA was plectonomically self-plexiformed structure having some additional branched structures [4] [5] [6] , which are called strands. Besides, according to [7] , it was confirmed the conformation of DNA branches, which were twisted among themselves. These authors studied the structure of DNA solution using the methods of X-ray scattering under small angle and cryoelectronic microscopy. The cause of this distinction between theory [3] and experiment [4] [5] [6] [7] is the following: making theoretically the calculation of equilibrium forms, the authors [3] did not take into account the contact interaction between branches (i.e. they suggested, that DNA was able to "come through itself"). As it was shown in [8] [9] [10] the presence of self-contacts at the sites of DNA strand allowed to get equilibrium states with self-plexiform templates. These data were in accordance with the experiment. Therefore accounting of the contact interaction is very important for the research of plectonomically plexiform supercoiled DNA structures and we should not neglect it. Besides, the computational estimation of above mentioned contact interactions, which was done in the present paper, is of interest. DNA molecule in supercoiled plectonomical state is superhelical. It is induced by inner torsional and bending moments, which are appeared in DNA helix. The superhelix could be in this case positive or negative, depending on the direction of strand creation left-handed or right-handed.
As it was suggested in experimental work [11] , the positively superhelical DNA can be transformed into Poling-like DNA (P-DNA) with sticking out nucleotide bases. The negative superhelix, likelihood, leads to the chain division in DNA molecule inducing double helix denaturation [12] [13] . From the other hand, according to some observations [14] , negative-superhelix can induce left-handed DNA formation. In our work we have investigated the influence of strand parameters on the force factors and topological characteristics of DNA. We have shown that formation of left-handed helix is possible in left-handed plectonomical strand,that proves the results obtained in [14] . To describe the topology of supercoiled molecules, the experimenters and theoreticians usually use the following equation [15] :
where s -superhelix density; Lk-linking number, which is a topological invariant represented as polynomial number of intersections by one chain of the surface strained onto another chain; Lk 0 -linking number of the relaxed DNA; Wr-writhing number, i.e. the degree of spatial twisting of double helix axe; Twaxial twisting defined by the turn number, which one of the chain of double helix (sugar-phosphate backbone ) can do relatively the duplex axe. Wr exactly characterizes supercoiled DNA state (plectonomical strand), Lk determines its superhelix.
According to (2) , it is obvious, that if we apply torsional moments to the linear molecule and the forces are sufficient to retain DNA in the stretched form, Wr=0 and all superhelix takes only place thanks axial twisting, i.e. Lk=Tw. If stretching force is not sufficient to keep the molecule in the linear form, it loses its stability under influence of torsional moments and makes transition into supercoiled state forming plectonomical strand. In this case torsional stress acting in the strand branches leads to the formation positively (Lk>Lk 0 ) or negatively (Lk< Lk 0 ) superhelical DNA sites.
Topological properties of DNA (see (1) and (2) ) are used by biologists as an initial point for the further investigations. The special feature our work is in the proposal to calculate and analyze the topological characteristics immediately on the base of our theoretical model.
So, main problems solved in the present work are the following: 1) theoretical ground of the transition from right-handed helix to left-handed DNA structure in the strand; 2) calculation of topological characteristics of DNA double helix at supercoiled state; 3) determination of inner force factors appearing in the brand branches.
Calculation scheme. We can consider the strand, which represents the site of supercoiled DNA. The axial line of the molecule in the strand is a regular helix with the angle b s , which is called strand angle (Fig. 1) . All strand parameters are marked here with "s". To describe topology of DNA in the strand we have used our previous work [16] , where the peculiarities of geometry of plectonomically plexiform DNA were defined. We have to notice, that in [16, 17] they solved the task making a suggestion, that any forces were not applied to the output (locking) loop (Fig. 1 , right corner) and the strand angle b s is constant along the length l s . In this case to research geometry of the molecule it was chosen DNA model as an elastic rod with inner helical structure. The proposed structure stipulates anisotropy of the topological properties of supercoiled DNA molecules although the elastic properties of the model are isotropic. According to the previous data [16, 17] , own twisting of double helix t h , which is rotation angle of cross-section of the molecule for the unit of its outline length, can be expressed through the strand angle b s :
where W 0 =2p/H 0 is the twisting at the unstrained state (H 0 -helix pitch of relaxed DNA), g b =2.7×10 -28 Nm 2 , g t = 2.1×10 -28 Nm 2 -the bending stiffness and torsional stiffness of DNA correspondently [18, 19] , a g =1+2g b /g t =3.57; all parameters of double helix are marked here with "h". It is important to notice, that formula (3) was obtained subject to self contact of the molecule branches, which are at the strand state. It appears from the formula, that under relaxed state, when b s =0, we got t h = W 0 . The change of the strand angle leads to the change of t h and, therefore can induce superhelix. Then the conditions of positive and negative superhelix can be simplified: if t h > W 0 , superhelix is positive, if t h < W 0 , superhelix is negative.
Theoretical ground of the transition right-handed left-handed helix in plectonomical strand of DNA molecule. As it was shown in previous works [11] [12] [13] , singular DNA molecule is subjected to different force factors. So, it is possible to model the situation, when under influence of outer force factors the strand is formed in wide ranges of the angles .b s The relationship between geometrical parameters of DNA can be established according to schemes given in We can express t h through the angle of ascent of sugar phosphate backbone a h ( Fig.2) : , tg (4) where l h0 is the length of sugar phosphate backbone; s is an angular position changing along the double helix axe; j-is an angle, which determines sugar phosphate backbone position with the change of s (along the length Ds =h we have Dj=g b , see Fig. 2 ). To define the task solution we picked out the DNA fragment from the regular site of the strand (Fig 1) . The length of the L fragment under relaxed state corresponds 10 full turns of DNA double helix, i.e. L=L 0 =10 H 0 =34 nm. The length of the L fragment was arbitrary chosen. It has to be in the limits of the regular site of the strand, l s (Fig. 1) . The linking number Lk 0 for this DNA fragment under relaxed or circular state is equal to the number of full turns, which makes one chain of DNA sugar phosphate backbone around the axe of the double helix : Lk 0 =Tw 0 =10. This state we can consider as initial one, when we will observe the change of both: geometry and topology of the chosen fragment during molecule supercoiling.
The length of sugar phosphate backbone, corresponding to 10 full turns of the double helix of the 103 TOPOLOGICAL AND POWER CHARACTERISTICS OF SUPERCOILED DNA Fig.1 The scheme of supercoiled site of DNA (strand) Fig. 2 The relation between geometrical parameters of DNA molecule relaxed DNA (Fig. 2 , the central part) can be defined as following:
where n b is the number of base pairs for one full turn of the double helix; l 1 ho is the distance along sugar phosphate backbone between two neighboring bases (Fig. 2, on the right) .
We can make some suggestion: 1) the backbone is inextensible, its length, l h0 =71.5 nm will be constant (so we provide topological limit); 2) base pairs are rigid, so the molecule radius could not be changed during supercoiling. (r=const). We made the first suggestion taking into consideration the fact, that deformation of the backbone extension is negligible as compared with its twist and bend deformation. When there is a change of own twisting t h conditioned by the formation of the strand with different b s , the current contour length, L of the chosen fragment is also changed. It becomes either more than L 0 in case of negative superhelix (the molecule is untwisted) or less than L 0 in case of positive superhelix (the molecule is twisted). We can explain this statement in detail. Taking into account expression (4) and Fig.2 , we can calculate the current length of the chosen DNA fragment in the following way:
Substituting in (6) the value of t h from (3), we can find l, magnification of the molecule: l=L/L 0 (ratio of the current length L to the length of the same fragment under relaxed state L 0 ). This magnification can be expressed as a function of the strand angle b s . This relationship is presented at Fig. 3 . Fig.2 , on the right the upper base turns clockwise relatively the bottom base). That is why the upper base step-by-step approaches towards the bottom one (because of the presence of sugar phosphate backbone) and in an ideal case, if stacking interaction between bases is not taken into account, the distance between them is theoretically equal zero, however, in effect it is not possible thanks steric limit. In this case the angle of ascent of helical line a h verges towards 0. That is an evidence of full twisting of DNA molecule, when double helix is interlocked. At the negative superhelix the bases move away from each other, the length of the molecule increases and, as it was shown at Fig.3 , when b s =-39° it achieves its limiting value, i.e. it is completely untwisted (the angle of ascent of helical line a h verges p/2). According to (6) this length is equal L=l h0 =71.5 nm and l=L/L 0 =2.1.
In both cases (positive and negative superhelix) until b s =-39° the DNA molecule is a right-handed helix (solid line at Fig.3 ). When the strand angle has value more than -39°, the length of the molecule is sharply decreased. To our mind in this case the new left-handed DNA is formed (dash-and-dot line at Fig.3) . It is possible, that transition from the right-handed helix to left-handed one is not accompanied with the full untwisting of the double helix (see curve 2G3, Fig. 3 ), but has stick-slip crossing character, from point 2 to the point 3.
To prove the left-handed helix formation in our model, we calculated the main geometrical parameters of the molecule, which is at the state described by the 104 SHIRKO A. V., KAMLUK A. N. point 3 (see Fig.3 ). We established, that the angle between neighbor base pairs is equal g b =-31.7°, the distance between them is h=0.453 nm, the number of the nitrogen base pairs for one pitch of helix n b =11.36. The obtained parameters are close to Z-form geometrical parameters [20] , however, according to our model, it is not correct to speculate about Z-form. This result proved the fact, that not only plectonomical strand could be left-handed or right-handed, but also DNA itself could form left-handed or right-handed helix in this strand.
The calculation of DNA topological characteristics under supercoiled state. We can investigate the changes of linking characteristics Lk, Wr and Tw subject to the strand angle b s . As it was shown here, the linking number Lk 0 for the chosen DNA fragment staying at linear (or circular) relaxed state is equal to the number of full turns, which one chain of sugar phosphate backbone makes around the helix axe, i.e. Lk=Tw =10. We have to notice, that we consider the site of plectonomical strand for the length l s (Fig. 1) . In this range the strand is regular, i.e. the angle b s is the same along the whole length l s .
At the site ls the characteristic of axial line form Wr depends on the turn number of the axial line Ns, the molecule around strand axe and on the value of strand angle b s . Using [15] , we can get the following equation
The expression for the turn number of the axial line of the chosen site of the molecule around strand axe is determined by the sweep of this axe:
Taking into consideration (8), we can express Wr in the following way: (9) In this case the length L in (9) is calculated using (6) The twist characteristic Tw we can obtain from its definition:
Twist deformation W is determined, according to [16] , in the following way
where t h is calculated according to (3) . Taking into consideration the equations (9) and (6) we presented the dependence of parameters Wr and Tw on the strand angle at Fig.4 .
When b s =0 the considered site is relaxed, Wr=0, Tw=10 (Fig.4, point 1) , so, according to (2) Lk=Tw=Lk 0 =10. If b s >0, the double helix axe is deformed and it is accompanied with Wr increase. The sharp decrease Wr at b s >35° is related with the fact, that length of DNA site, according to Fig. 3 , tents to zero (however this is theoretical result and, probably, strand with the angle b s >35° is not realized). The point G corresponds to the full DNA untwisting and it is the transition point from right-handed helix (1G) to left-handed helix (G3). The twist Tw at the point G reverses sign and the left-handed helix is formed at the site G3 (see Fig.4) . At the point G Tw=0, so the linking number Lk=Wr=-1.5 and all superhelix is formed as a result of the double helix bend, i.e. as a result of supercoiling. To compare theoretical data with experimental ones [13] we can plot superhelix density s=(Lk-Lk 0 )/Lk 0 as a function of magnification l=L/L 0 (see Fig.5 ). As it is seen, the point 1 corresponds to zero superhelix density. When superhelix is positive the molecule is twisting and, as it was shown at Fig.5 , the magnification l tents to zero. It is notable that the same value of s can correspond to two different states with the certain l values.
Positive and negative superhelix are not symmetric. As it is seen at Fig.5 , the maximal number of the positive supercoils is considerably less (s=+0.26), than the number of the negative ones (s=-2.3). It proves the fact, that negative superhelix can be realized in the wider range, than the positive one. Behavior of function l=l(s) (see Fig.5 ) is in accordance with experimental data described in [13] . According to this work, at the positive superhelix when s is in the range from +0.025 to +0.1, Poling-like DNA structure is observed. This structure is characterized by the strong approaching of the base pairs when some of them can partially go out. Our calculation showed, that positive superhelix is accompanied with the approaching of the base pairs at s³0.2, in the extreme case it leads to theoretical interlocking of DNA helix. According to experimental data obtained in [13] , at negative superhelix when s is in the range from -0.01 to -0.1 the breaks in hydrogen bonds between base pairs are fixed. Observed in this work partial DNA denaturation can be induced by the character of force loading of the molecule and can be also related with experimental specificity. According to our theoretical and previous experimental data [13] , when s is in the range from -0.01 to +0.025, the molecule is in the form similar to B-DNA. Considering the molecule behavior at s<0.1, we can notice, that the description of this region is theoretical prediction and can support the idea about possible formation of left-handed DNA helix in plectonomical strand.
The estimation of inner force factors in the branches of DNA strand. Experimental determination of inner force factors in the plectonomical DNA strand is rather difficult, that is why their estimation based on the developed theoretical model is a very important task. The DNA model proposed in this paper takes into account self-contact of the branches in the plectonomical strand, so it is possible to estimate the change of contact interactions as a function of strand angle. The bending moment Mb and twisting moment Mt are related with strand angle in the following way [16, 17] :
If we put the value of W from (10) expressed as a function of strand angle in the relation obtained for twisting moment we can get the following: 
It is interesting, that there is no torsional stiffness gt in the final expression (13) and twisting moment is determined by bending stiffness gb.
As it follows from (13), the value of twisting moment is an antisymmetric function of the strand angle. It proves the idea, that direction of the outer twisting moment applied, for example, to the ends of the molecule (see Fig.2 ) is able to lead to the formation of right-handed or left-handed strand. The expressions (12) and (13) give us the possibility to calculate bending and twisting moments and, therefore, other 106 SHIRKO A. V., KAMLUK A. N. force factors of supercoiled DNA molecule at any strand angle. So, it is possible to calculate the contact load with intensity q 0 , which appears between the branches of plectonomical DNA strand. Using the expressions for bending or twisting moment and taking into account of the results obtained in [17] , we can get the following: It is notable, that contact load in (14) , besides the strand angle, depends on bending stiffness gb and does not depend on torsional stiffness gt. It is also possible to define lateral (Q) and longitudinal (N) forces appearing in the strand [17] : 
As it is seen from (13)- (15), all force factors can be expressed only as functions of bending stiffness gb and strand angle b s .
The superhelix density sis an experimentally determined value. To determine the precise value of strand angle b s is more complicated task especially as because the transition from right-handed helix to left-handed one takes place in the narrow range of b s values (see Fig.3 ). So the dependence of force factors on the superhelix density s is more valuable, than their dependence on the strand angle b s . The most interesting results we presented at Fig.6 where we showed dependence of inner twisting moment Mt (if we divide it into polar moment of the resistance we can get torsional stress in the molecule) and intensity of contact load between strand branches q 0 on superhelix density s. As we can see at Fig.6 , the formation of left-handed helix (site G3) is not accompanied with stepwise changes of inner force factors unlike magnification (Fig.3, site 2G3) , particularly, inner twisting moment during formation of left-handed DNA helix in plectonomical strand gradually increases. The point 3 at the diagrams corresponds to maximum possible negative superhelix density s=-2. has no influence on the increase of positive supercoils, but it is accompanied with energy accumulation. When the energy achieves its critical value, it is possible the slip of the bases out of the molecule with the formation of Poling-like DNA. Using the presented dependence and knowing experimental value of superhelix density, we can estimate inner force factors in plectonomical DNA strand. It is not possible to do by experimental way at the moment. As we can see at Fig.6 , the region of left-handed helix existence (dash-and-dot line) at the site G3 corresponds to the region of "stress", which can be formed in DNA molecule. So, from the force point of view, the formation of left-handed helix is also well founded.
Conclusions. On the base of DNA model realized as an elastic rod with the inner helical structure, where self-contact of the branches was taken into account, we have deduced formula for topologic DNA characteristics depending on strand angle. We think that it is an important result, which can be used in practice. It was founded the transition from right-handed helix to left-handed one, which is theoretically possible in plectonomical strand of the molecule at the certain value of the angle b s . The dependence for calculation of inner force factors was obtained. We have also done a very important theoretical definition for the ranges of superhelix process (-2.3£s£0.26).
So, the presented here results of theoretical investigations broaden the conception, concerning elastic properties of DNA molecule in supercoiled state, and let us predict and interpret the experimental data.
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